
Neat Pad is a simple and elegant touch screen you can
use as a controller inside any meeting room or scheduling
display outside any meeting room. With its sleek design,
including ideal screen angle for smooth interaction and
viewing, Neat Pad beautifully blends in anywhere, whether
placed on a table, wall or mullion. Thanks to just one
Power over Ethernet cable, Neat Pad never runs out of
battery either. It’s always on, ready for you to leap into
action.

One touch. Two roles.
As a controller, Neat Pad enables you to quickly start
meetings and share your screen with just one tap. It also
lets you invite participants, mute them if necessary or
record everything. And when connected to a third-party
meeting room system, it not only replaces a conventional
tablet controller but offers superior features.

Just works.

In scheduling mode, you can install Neat Pad outside your
meeting room for optimal room management. It lets you
instantly book the room without having to go through your
other calendar systems, and integrated LED indicators
show room availability at a glance, even from down a
corridor.

Scheduling display.
Neat Pad ships with a wall and side mount, so it's easy for
anyone to install and set up. Use the wall mount to fix Neat
Pad to your meeting room wall as a controller or outside
your meeting room as a scheduling display. Apply the side
mount to attach Neat Pad to the edge of your doorframe
or mullion.

Simple set-up.
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Thanks to Neat Sense, Neat devices enable companies
to offer significant health benefits to their employees,
which in today’s new normal of having to take ever-
increasing protective measures against COVID-19 can be
a huge relief. Neat Sense helps you control and monitor
air quality, humidity (healthy indoor humidity levels are
between 30-50%. Flu viruses can spread quickly due to
poor indoor humidity), CO2 and organic chemical levels
in the room – scents, odors, etc. Also, whether or not
there are people in a room and if so, how many. That
way, you can be sure of maintaining safe social
distancing at all times.

Safer meeting rooms.
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Add a scheduler to show meeting events

from outside any meeting room.

Tap “Start” for a seamless joining experience

from any Zoom Room.

* Supported in future software update

8-inch (diagonal) touch screen
Anti-glare, anti-smudge coating
Side LED Indicators
2 microphones*
Wall mount & side mount
Zoom Rooms software
WiFi
Power over Ethernet (PoE) or powered by
included power injector

Neat Pad

7.8 inches (198 mm)

5 inches
(127 mm)

1.7 inches
(42 mm)

WiFi

Power over Ethernet (PoE)

Power adapter for AC

Ethernet

USB-C

Cable included Cable not included


